During my visit to the southern border in June, I witnessed firsthand how disastrous Joe Biden’s policies have been for our country. Drugs, terrorists, and criminals are freely entering our country. Women and children are being raped, killed, and exploited by cartels. And our national security is at risk. The scene I witnessed was enraging. We must take action to protect our kids. I’m running to end Joe Biden’s failures, stop letting the weak politicians allow illegals to invade our country, and close the southern border.

In Congress, Shawn will fight to:

1. **Build the Wall:** To secure the border, we must build a border wall. It is the only way to stop this illegal invasion and prevent dangerous individuals from entering our country. We must also secure the process of inspections at ports of entry and pay extra attention because our enemies will continue their mission and try every option.

2. **No Possibility of Citizenship:** Under no circumstance should citizenship ever be granted to anyone who broke the law to enter our country. This means they should never be allowed to vote or hold office, and should never receive taxpayer-funded benefits.

3. **Stop Birthright Citizenship:** Birthright citizenship is just another incentive for people to enter illegally and have assurances they will never be sent back. That’s why I support H.R. 4864 to end citizenship fraud.

4. **End Benefits for Illegal Immigration:** Giving illegal immigrants housing, food, and even financial stipends to be here is unacceptable. This is a financial incentive for breaking our law and must be stopped.

5. **Defund Sanctuary Cities:** Municipalities across the country are violating federal law and threatening the safety of citizens. As long as they continue to do so they should receive zero federal funding.

6. **Supercharge Law Enforcement and Border Patrol:** What is happening at our southern border is an invasion, and we need to empower state and local law enforcement to deal with the issue since the federal government has enabled the situation. I suggest deputizing law enforcement to arrest illegal immigrants who are committing crimes in our country and send them home. We must keep our communities safe and I will not stand by and watch illegal immigrants assaulting citizens and law enforcement officers across the country—we must act.

7. **Hire more ICE Agents:** ICE agents who are overwhelmed because of Biden’s failures. We need to fund the hiring of at least 10,000 more ICE agents to enforce our laws and keep America safe.

8. **Reform Immigration Laws:** There are industries in the US who legitimately need legal workers with a certain expertise—from tech to agriculture. But this is being used as an excuse by liberals to tolerate illegal immigration. We need to reform the system so America is only taking in the people we need and want in our country, and close the door on everyone else.